After a decade of experience in the fitness world especially in the United States, Angelo Caroli has created a personal path of success that has led to the affirmation of its business reality based on its conceptual and organizational METHOD from which derive the exclusive collections.
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COLORFULL COLLECTION
The PERFUME the door open on the wonderful...
A matter of skin, a contact issue, a matter of emotion. The magic live...

Between myth and reality, these notes made for “COLOURFULL COLLECTION”

are designed to recreate the magic alchemy among the finest natural ingredients and the ethereal vibrations that are able to bring forth.

Precious exotic ingredients like, INDIAN INCENSE & SANDAL. Raw materials in warm and sensual tones such as Cistus labdanum and the absolute of TOBACCO POWDER. Strong and determined accords here can create harmonious blends, elegant and highly refined facets able to interpret and enhance the preciousness of the new COLOURFULL Collection.
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TOBACCO & VANILLA

Note: Vanilla Tobacco Woody Spicy

Top: Iris, Tobacco, Geranium
Heart: Lily of the Valley, Pimiento, Blue Camomille, Sclarea Sage
Bottom: Vanilla, Russian Leather, White Honey, Guaiaco wood

50 ml - 100 ml
Note: Incense Woody Myrrh Resins

Top: Juniper berries, Iris, Cypress

Heart: Myrrh, Incense, Patchouli

Bottom: Amber, Resins, Leather, Woody accord, Vanilla Madagascar

50 ml - 100 ml
Note: Sandal, Musk, Amber

Top: Black Pepper, Rosewood, Lime
Heart: Cumin, Geranium, Violet leaves
Bottom: Santalwood, Benzoin, Woody accord, Vanilla, Musk

50 ml - 100 ml
BLACK COLLECTION
A new and exciting journey into the world of the PERFUMED EMOTIONS for Angelo Caroli by discovering the deepest SENSES and VIBRATIONS.

Its new line of fragrances “BLACK COLLECTION”

is inspired by one of the finest raw materials and refined in the world of perfumery the OUD WOOD

an ingredient whose secret charm is related to the cultural tradition and Middle East craft and whose rich and sophisticated essence was married here, by the skill of the Grc perfumers, with other fine natural ingredients to recreate an olfactory journey into the secret history of irresistible Arab passions.
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AMBRA OUD

Note: Amber Amber Woody Aromatic

Top: Bergamot, Orange, Geranium, Lavender

Heart: Artemisia, Ginger, Cloves, Davana

Bottom: Vanilla, Amber, Patchouli, Oudwood accord, Cashmere wood

50 ml - 100 ml
ORCHIDEA NERA OUD

Note: Woody Floral agrestic sweet

Top: Orchid, Bergamot, Cypress Vetiver
Heart: Birch, Cashmere wood, Cinnamon leaves, Oudwood accord
Bottom: Vanilla, Tonka bean, Guaiac wood

50 ml - 100 ml
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ROSA NERA OUD

Note: Floral Chypre Spicy Woody Amber

Top: Raspberry, Blackcurrant, Rose, Cinnamon, Cloves
Heart: Patchouli, Incense, Santalwood
Bottom: Amber, Benzoin, Oudwood accord, Musk

50 ml - 100 ml
Angelo Caroli, master of Italian Style, is proud of present the new, extraordinary line of Emotions perfumes, result of his experience gained in the field of wellness and of luxury lifestyle. Suggestive and precious composites fragrances from natural ingredients that convey the pleasure of wearing on the skin the new concept of Liquid Beauty able to give the body charm and harmony.

Angelo Caroli with its innovative Emotions line transmits the whole his passion for beauty and the wellbeing by mixing different ingredients that turn into perfect balances.

Angelo Caroli thus tells the creative path that he brought at the birth of Emotions. “The scent for me is the union of interior represented by feelings, from the past and from the origins, and outwardly of how a fragrance penetrates into the skin and then spreads into the body for bring balance and well-being.

Perfume is a totalizing experience that affects all five senses. But the scent for me goes beyond the physical sphere and strikes also our “sixth sense” or the emotional sphere. therefore my fragrances have been studied to penetrate through the skin and give new and positive energy to the mind by bringing back into balance the whole organism.
LIQUIRIZIA NERA

Top: Orange of Amalfi, vetiver of Haiti, Florentine iris.
Heart: Licorice from Calabria, black currant.
Bottom: Guayaco wood.

100 ml
AMORE NERO

Top: Cassis, lemon, bergamot, orange peel.
Heart: Geranium, carnation, incense, pepper, rose, ginger, celery.
Bottom: Jasmine, tonka beans, vetiver, amber, vanilla.

100 ml
SETTE AGRUMI

Top: Red orange, bergamot from Calabria, pink grapefruit.
Heart: Basilico, mandarin of Sicily, vetiver.
Bottom: Lemon of Sicily, chinotto, saffron, mapo.

100 ml
VIOLA

Top: White flowers, lemon of Sicily.
Heart: Violet, rose petals, carnation, geranium.
Bottom: White musk, vetiver.

100 ml
**MAGNIFICO PATCHOULI**

**Top:** Grapefruit, tangerine, bergamot.

**Heart:** Leaves of cinnamon, rosemary, basil, nutmeg, carnation, geranium of Africa

**Bottom:** Guajaco wood, patchouli, tree moss, vetiver java

100 ml
TUBEROSA NERA

Top: Bitter citrus from Malta, gardenia.
Heart: Tuberose, lily of the valley, violet.
Bottom: Oak moss, Jacarta wood.

100 ml
INNAMORATA

Top: Orange, petitgrain, grapefruit, Sicilian lemon.
Heart: Geranium, lavender, rose, violet, cyclamen.
Bottom: Musks, tonka beans.

100 ml
EMOTIONAL OIL

It is an oil perfume that acts on the emotional sphere. Contains valuable essences of East and West that give life to a rich fragrance of notes and emotional vibrations. The oily consistency guarantees a long persistence. Could be also worn in the hair. At all ages. Also on pets.

100 ml
Beauty comes from nature.
Natural active ingredients in perfect synergy.

Angelo Caroli has studied a line of cosmetic products that brings together innovative and luxurious treatments able to create extraordinary consistencies and enveloping textures easily assimilated by the skin. Every product is thought to highlight the effectiveness of the combined action of its active ingredients for give your body a sense of well-being and natural balance. Natural active ingredients in perfect synergy.
Angelo Caroli has studied a range of skin treatments able to help her return to its perfect balance of well-being.

All the products of the Skincare line, in fact, are designed and made to act with age and not against age.

Angelo Caroli’s SKINCARE line is based on phytoceutical technology combining formulations based on natural active ingredients with high antioxidant properties, anti-inflammatory and anti-radicals to a constant attention to skin safety. This technology allows substances to penetrate into the deeper layers of the skin and makes assets immediately available.

The essential oils of vegetable origin present in the SKINCARE line stimulate the organism for to give a feeling of immediate well-being.

All the ACTIVITIES of EXCELLENCE, which are the technological heart of the our products, act in synergy to give the skin all and only that that it needs at that moment for an instant and lasting effectiveness in time.

The priority of these treatments is to maintain the health of the skin, ensuring the beauty that is “the health that you see”, and well-being or “the health that you feel”.

To pursue our policy of naturalness, all our products do not contain lanolin, mineral oils, parabens, glycolic propylene or allergens. They are dermatologically and ophthalmologically tested. They are ecological products that respect the environment, not tested on animals.
The entire SKINCARE line is a totalizing experience that affects all five senses, it goes beyond the physical sphere and also affects the “sixth sense” or the emotional sphere. Therefore all the products have been studied to penetrate through the skin and give new energy positive to the mind by bringing the whole organism into balance.

They are exclusive cosmetics, made for take care of the skin with formulas luxurious and precious.

We have selected from nature precious assets, specific for the well-being and the balance of each kind of skin.

All our formulas they are tested for safety and efficacy and do not contain alcohol and parabens.

We study and test for carefully develop formulas that optimize the effectiveness of the precious active ingredients contained in each product.

All products are unique, precious and refined thanks to their silky texture and to the delicate fragrance that makes them a true one and own luxury to wear.

The delicacy of formulations and the soft consistencies make these treatments a true moment of pleasure and harmony.
MULTISENSORY BEAUTY TREATMENTS.
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CLEANSING
perfectly cleanses face, eyes and lips, respecting the balance of the skin. Its multitasking formulation also makes it an excellent pre-beard and a body cleanser for dry skin.
The freshness of an evanescent and rich water at the same time, capable of quickly trap make-up, smog and impurities to return brightness and a feeling of incomparable cleanness. Its formulation of “thousand resources”, it can replace the tonic, the aftershave and become a support pack to all masks as well as being a decongestant remedy for the eyes.
The golden drops of bergamot essential oil, supported by freshness of rice starch, easily remove the imperfections of the skin by giving it pure and luminous appearance.

Salicylic acid is a powerful exfoliant able to eliminate and renew the cells of the stratum corneum. The creamy texture is free of grains and associates soothing properties with enzymatic capacity thanks to which it can refines the grain of all skin types, even the most problematic.
Thanks to the exfoliating and decongestant action of rice starch, this revolutionary product eliminates dead cells while restoring elasticity and turgidity to fabrics. The smoothing action of fine grains allows the cotton oil to act fast, giving a uniform and luminous complexion. It is also suitable for the most fragile and delicate skin thanks to its lenitive and repairing formula. Not suitable for injured skin or acne.
GREEN CLAY

It purifies and absorbs excess sebum without impoverishing the skin. He acts with intelligence only where he finds impurities to be eliminated. Flames and lightens the complexion.
Soothing and decongestant treatment, helps to normalize the most fragile skin and with blotchiness. Astringent and vasoprotective action, lightening and moisturizing.
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FACE CREAM
This cosmetic sorbet, with its fresh and velvety texture, allows the skin to regain brightness and comfort. Thanks to this cream the water cycle in the tissues it is restored in a very short time, hydrating the skin and fighting skin aging.
A fresh cream that purifies and moisturizes the skin keeping it soft and supple. Eliminates the annoying shiny effect of the skin giving a dry and bright face in addition to a feeling of immediate comfort. Normalizes sebum secretion without drying up the skin but refining the dilated pores. Furthermore the presence of Tea Tree Oil guarantees a bactericidal action.
It gives the skin all the energy and hydration it needs and helps it adapt constantly to the environment that surrounds it, improving microcirculation. Furthermore supports the skin during thermal changes thanks to a "barrier effect". Lorem decongests and desensitizes even the most delicate skin, eliminating just a few minutes burns and annoyances.
For all the skins off, stressed, worn, gray, fragile or rebellious. At all ages SKINCARE dedicates a regenerating immuno-stimulating treatment that will return in very little time a young and healthy appearance. Goji berries and vitamin C help reinforce the immune defenses and correct skin discolouring giving back a young, bright and healthy appearance. A real sentinel for health of our skin.
Nourishing 24-hour face cream. Its exclusive formula contains a set of assets able to give back to the skin the desired vigor and compactness. It is a versatile product for face, neck and décolleté. Particular ally of men and women who want to challenge gravity with the help of nature.
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SPECIALIST
Promotes cell renewal and stimulates the microcirculation giving a pleasant regenerating perception to the skin. Smooth, relax and reposition the oval of the face with immediate effect. Suitable for all skin types, above and below creams and/or sunscreen. Fabulous primer can be applied together with the fonotinta or as a finish. Secret of beauty for men and women who wish to rediscover their appearance during the day fresh and rested in a plick.
INTENSIVE SERUM

A concentrate of assets that penetrates deeply, repairs, repositions, smoothes and restructures the skin in depth, ensuring a younger and fresher appearance. The Argan component increases the elasticizing properties also exfoliates and hydrates the face in a lasting way.
Created specifically for the sensitive area around the eyes, Eyes, thanks to its gellified consistency melting on the skin gives a feeling of comfort and intense freshness. The super concentrated active ingredients work to compact, elasticise, smooth, lift and give brightness to the eye area. Tested Ophthalmologist
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BODY SECRET
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BODY SECRET
PERSICA

A real beauty treatment that immediately nourishes and smoothes the skin, renewing its surface. Its rough and oily texture combined with the inviting peach aroma, allows to the skin to regain a compact and radiant appearance.
Thanks to its smoothing action, guarantees a smooth and repaired appearance too to the most fragile and delicate skin. Thanks to the high concentration of rice starch and oils essential, this product is a real anti-aging treatment for the whole body capable of giving elasticity and hydration to the skin.
Cream with evanescent and comfortable texture of rapid absorption. Thanks to concentration of draining active oils, of plant origin, supports microcirculation and it quickly resolves the annoyances caused by edema, swelling, water retention and bad circulation.
AURANTIUM

This velvety cream, with fresh aromatic notes, is quickly absorbed to offer all its beauty benefits: 24 hours of hydration, protection against external aggressions and extreme comfort. The skin immediately appears brighter, more elastic and smoother.
This intoxicating sorbet envelops the body in a caress, releasing active dermoriparatori and elasticizing. Prevents the appearance of stretch marks, challenges strength of gravity by reshaping and reassembling the atonic skin.
LOTIS

This cream, easy to apply, helps to eliminate toxins and reduce retention water improving the blood circulation and elasticity of the skin. Constant use favors the attenuation of the bearings and the effect of “orange peel” leaving the placed on a more toned and firm skin and a remodeled silhouette.
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OILS
The velvety consistency of the precious jojoba, argan, avocado and sweet almond oils they maintain the elasticity, the tonicity and the hydration of the skin giving it an appearance relaxed and bright. Thanks to the aroma of vanilla, famous for its stimulating properties and aphrodisiac, leave a flowery and delicious note on your face, body and hair perfumed.
This product suitable for face and body guarantees elasticity and brightness, helping to counteract the excess of sebum. Jojoba oil, essential oil of rice, almond oil sweets play an important game in ensuring elasticity and balance to the skin.
Elixir of incomparable beauty to make up for the skin defects by giving back elasticity and natural splendor. From nature a traditional remedy revisited thanks to the blend of precious oils combined with active essential oils designed to associate with an ancient beauty ritual, a contemporary and advanced smart.
A body-inducing oil that counteracts lymphatic stasis at night, when we find ourselves in a horizontal position, thus guaranteeing a pleasant appearance upon awakening feeling of light and deflated legs. Its nourishing and elasticizing potential contrasts the appearance of stretch marks and loss of firmness.
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NATURAL HARMONY
FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
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Beauty concept Store

A unique space to make recognizable all the luxury of the brand.
A space with a seductive identity and intense, where charm, elegance and passion come together in an organic and technological design.
A material avatar that expresses the DNA of product.
A space to wear like a perfume.
The space is modular and extends in a range that provides a minimum of 9 square meters per corner in the department store, in an ideal format of 50 square meters in which all the creations find a consistent location, up to the flagship of 100 square meters and more.
www.angelocaroli.com

Email: info@angelocaroli.com